Global Aircraft Leasing Market by Aircraft Types, Lease Types, Airlines, Revenue Sources and Region 2014 - 2021

Description: The research report is segmented by lease type, by airlines, by aircraft type, and by revenue source. Lease types includes dry and wet leasing. By airlines, the report is segmented as top-tier, middle credits, new entrants, and others and by aircraft types as wide body aircraft, narrow body aircraft, very large aircraft and business jet. Revenue sources included are rents and asset sales. By geography, the market is divided in North America, Europe, Asia Pacific and other regions.

The report forecasts the Aircraft Leasing market to grow at a CAGR of 6% and become a US$ 245 billion market by 2021. The Aircraft Leasing Market is estimated to be US$179 billion for 2015. This anticipated growth is due to the growth of emerging markets and the growth in passenger traffic. The Global revenue passenger kilometre (RPK) is anticipated to grow from 6,000 billion in 2015 to 14,500 billion by 2030. The reduced interest rate and lease rate, increase in the low cost carriers, leased freighter aircrafts and demand for new aircrafts are together pushing the leasing market uphill.

Europe is expected to be the largest market in 2015. However the Asia-Pacific region is projected to be the highest growing market for the forecast period. The report does analysis the competitive landscape of the companies in the Aircraft leasing market. Some of the company included in the report are KSCC, Ansett Worldwide Aviation Services, Aviation Capital Group Corp.,Bbam Llc, BCI Aircraft Leasing, Inc.,BOC Aviation Pte Ltd, Boeing Capital Corporation, CIT Group Inc., Ge Capital Aviation Service, SAAB Aircraft Leasing, and International Lease Finance Corporation among others.

The report gives a detailed insight of the growth drivers, growth inhibitors, value chain analysis, new product launches and the market perspective of the global aircraft leasing market which will empower quantitative decision making.

Segmentations in Report:

Aircraft Leasing By Aircraft Type
- Wide Body Aircraft (WA)
- Narrow Body Aircraft (NA)
- Very Large Aircraft (VLA)
- Business Jet(BJ)

Aircraft Leasing By Lease Type
- Dry Leasing
- Wet Leasing

Aircraft Leasing By Airlines Type
- Top-tier
- Middle credits
- New Entrants
- Others

Aircraft Leasing By Revenue Source
- Rents
- Asset Sales

Aircraft Leasing By Geography
- Asia Pacific
- North America
- Europe
- Latin America
- Middle East And Africa

NOTE: This report will take 2-3 days to be delivered after receipt of payment
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